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Introduction

Participation from speakers, managers and 
fishermen from 8 member states, HELCOM 
and BSAC
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First day

• Seal and fish in the Baltic Sea
• HELCOM recommendation 27-28/21
• Seal and fish interaction in the Baltic Sea
• Seal-fish parasites
• BSAC
• Public awareness and how the increasing seal population 

affects the coastal society 
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Second day

• Economic implications of increasing seal population in the 
fisheries

• Seal safe gears 

• Group discussion on Mitigation and managing options
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Mitigation and managing options

• If fishers feel they are left alone with the ”seal issue”, it can 
lead to distrust in authorities with lowered motivation for 
compliance with regulation

• There was a wish for managers to highlight trade-offs 
between different objectives in a coordinated manner when 
deciding on management options and mitigation measures.
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• A need for ecosystem approach in the 
management of seals and fisheries

• Regional platforms?
• Seal safe gears
• Seal free zones
• Seal hunting?
• Seal scarers?
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Second day

• Seal safe gears 

• Group discussion on Seal safe gears
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Seal-safe gear

• Seals as by-catch
• Seals as predators on fish in gear

• The ”parasite situation” needs to be addressed
• The question of impacts of seals on the recovery of weak fish stocks 

needs to be highlighted further.
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Concluding remarks

• Regional cooperation around locally adapted solution
• Collaboration between managers, fishermen and scientists
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Summary
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